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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Special Type Cheap Marble Water jet Mosaic Tiles From China Factory

Short Description: Made of high-quality Wooden White Marble, this

grey lantern mosaic provides you with superior aesthetics and excellent

performance. Our marble and mosaic uses natural marble as raw

material, which is carefully selected and processed.

Model No.: WPM250A

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

Marble mosaic has an elegant appearance and rich texture, adding a natural beauty to your space. The

sturdiness and durability of marble ensure the long-term beauty and longevity of the mosaic. We are proud

to introduce this special type of cheap marble waterjet mosaic tile, it is a beautiful and durable decorative

material that adds a touch of luxury and unique style to your space. Made of high-quality Wooden White

Marble, this grey lantern mosaic provides you with superior aesthetics and excellent performance. Our

marble and mosaic uses natural marble as raw material, which is carefully selected and processed. Marble is

an elegant and noble natural stone prized for its unique texture and color variations. Each mosaic showcases

the natural beauty of marble, filling your space with texture and art. The beauty of waterjet marble mosaic tile
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lies in its ability to showcase the natural veining and color variations of marble. Each tile is unique, and when

combined, they create a visually stunning mosaic that adds elegance and sophistication to any space.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Special Type Cheap Marble Water jet Mosaic Tiles From China Factory

Model No.: WPM250A

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM250A

Color: Grey

Material Name: Wooden White Marble, Wooden Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM250B

Color: White

Material Name: Carrara White Marble

Product Application

This grey marble waterjet mosaic tile is suitable for both indoor and outdoor environments. Whether used on

walls, floors, kitchens, bathrooms, or other areas, these grey mosaic tiles can add a noble and unique

decorative effect to your space. Installing this marble mosaic design on your wall will make your life more

convenient because the smooth surface of marble mosaic makes it easy to clean, just use a mild detergent

and a damp cloth to wipe it to maintain its beauty. Regular sealing treatments will help protect your marble

from stains and damage.



We offer a wide selection of marble colors and textures to suit different design styles and personal

preferences. You can choose from classic white marble, gray marble, or marble types with more color and

texture variations. Whether used in a domestic home or commercial space, marble mosaics are ideal for

creating a sophisticated and unique decorative effect. Therefore, try our marble mosaic now!

FAQ

Q: What makes these marble waterjet mosaic tiles special?

A: These waterjet mosaic tiles are special due to their unique design and affordable price. They are crafted using waterjet

cutting technology, creating intricate patterns and shapes. Despite being cost-effective, they do not compromise on

quality.

Q: What types of marble are used in these mosaic tiles?

A: Various types of marble are used, including Carrara White, Emperador, Crema Marfil, and more. This type is used

Wooden White Marble and Wooden Grey Marble, which is quarried from China. Wooden marble collection offers its own

distinct color and veining patterns, adding to the aesthetic appeal of the mosaic tiles.

Q: Are these mosaic tiles suitable for both residential and commercial use?

A: Yes. These mosaic tiles are versatile and can be used in various settings, including homes, offices, hotels, restaurants,

and other commercial spaces. They are designed to enhance the visual appeal of any environment.

Q: How are these Special Type Cheap Marble Water jet Mosaic Tiles priced competitively?

A: As these mosaic tiles are manufactured in China, they benefit from cost-effective production processes and the

availability of quality marble resources in the region. The cost savings are passed on to customers, making them a

budget-friendly option.


